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Although Compaq ended its venture long back merging with HP in 2002, but the popularity of its
models could not resist the latter from manufacturing and selling out Compaq products series. You
might be aware of the Compaq Mini netbook and Compaq Presario laptops that are widely used as
on-the-go computing solution. HP Compaq Elite presents a reliable series when it comes to
desktops. These are available in customized configuration as per demand. Processor technology
ranges from Intel Pentium to the 2nd generation Core i, internal hard-drive from 250 to 500 GB 7200
rpm, RAM from 2 to 4 GB 1333 MHz DDR3 SDRAM, and integrated HD graphics and ENERGY
STAR 5.0 compliance serve as icing on the cake.

Hardware and software as you know are the two important components of the machine. Being a
user hardware related problems are the least that bother you, as each product comes with almost 1-
3 years of on-site warranty. But software field is the most problematic and complicated and for any
user itâ€™s the major area of concern. Unlike hardware, here there is no on-site warranty to be availed
from the manufacturer end. Thanks, emergence of online Compaq Support brings quick and easy
solution for all software related issues, and is bit extended to cover hardware as well.

Past few years have witnessed a tremendous surge in such service providers that have simplified
computing to a greater extent transforming it from professional to laymanâ€™s hands. Computer setup
and installation, software update and upgrade, Internet, e-mail and networking, data backup and
recovery,  printer setup and installation, PC diagnostic and troubleshooting are some of the common
tabs to segregate their comprehensive task. A few benevolent ones do have knowledgebase, video
tutorials, product reviews, virus alerts and news and other supplementary services to pamper the
Compaq customer-base.

Sometimes, options can be the root cause of confusion. Isnâ€™t that seems true? Now, you have to
compare Compaq Help Service on a number of parameters like scope of service, mode of payment,
charges, terms and conditions, etc. Thanks, all is for good ultimately you are the one, who is getting
benefitted. Remote technology is the ground which facilitates the sharing of the system information
over the Internet. 24/7 accessibility, presence of subject-matter-experts, instant resolution and
service-level-agreement are some of the key-features that have given momentum to the remote
Compaq help and support services.

Self-troubleshooting is the best way to get out of the tunnel of problems.

If you know a bit about the repair and maintenance tools built with the Windows operating system
you can stay hassle-free from clusters of problems. Give importance to Disc Cleanup and Disc
Defragmenter tools packed with the Control Panel to keep system memory in sound condition. If you
are an advanced user, probably, you can use Windows Event Viewer and the registry settings to
troubleshoot and fix the stubborn problems. However, do have a backup of the Windows registry
hive before you practically take the plunge into. Windows Defender or Microsoft Security Essentials
is the right tool to make your Compaq system free from viruses and spyware.
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Dawa - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic  technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a  Compaq
support  to clients. Online computer repair,a  Compaq help and support ,computer technical
support,a  Compaq help  are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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